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Rallies against tear
gas and for Trump
in Hong Kong
December 02, 2019
Police fired tear gas in Hong Kong, mark
the end of a week of relative calm since
district elections.

1. In a Hong Kong square,

2. Families with their children carrying placards and yellow balloons

30-YEAR-OLD PURCHASING MANAGER AND MOTHER OF ONE, PEARL CHAN,
SAYING:
"It bothers everyone from kids to adults. It's as if entire society needs to come to a halt,
people don't dare to come out on account of the risk of tear gas."
3. Their message
4-1. Elsewhere, police fired volleys of tear gas
4-2. marking the end
4-3. since district elections a week ago

5-1. Activists have pledged
5-2. and on Sunday thousands were marching,
5-3. anger
6-1. That march
6-2. where the American national anthem was sung
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7-1. He has recently signed into law two bills
7-2. and impose possible sanctions
7-3. which drew
8-1. But at a rival pro-China rally
8-2. with this Beijing backer saying that Hong Kongers don't need to rely on the U.S.

[Vocabulary]
◻square: an open area of land in the shape of a square, usually with buildings around it.
“Square” is often used in the names of roads and can be written Sq.
・There are one or two good hotels in the main square.
・They have an office near Times Square.
◻tear gas: a gas that makes the eyes fill with tears but does not damage them; used in
dispersing crowds
◻bother: to cause someone physical pain
・Bob, why are you looking so down? You can't let one mistake bother you forever.
・Don't let it bother you.
◻come to a halt: to stop abruptly
・Every driver came to a halt as the police car, with its flashing lights and siren, sped by.
・Our research came to a halt after a sudden reduction in funding.
◻dare to: if you dare to do something, you are not afraid to do it, even though it may be
dangerous or shocking or may cause trouble for you
・He doesn’t dare to complain.
・She never went there on her own – she didn’t dare to.
◻on account of: Because of or for the benefit of someone or something.
・On account of his good looks, people underestimated his intelligence.
・Please, don't stop the class on account of me. I'll just observe from the back.
◻volley: a lot of shots from guns at the same time
・There was a sudden volley of rifle fire.
◻deploy: to use something
・He would have to deploy his considerable patience.
◻pepper spray: a nonlethal aerosol spray made with the pepper derivative oleoresin
capiscum; used to cause temporary blindness and incapacitate an attacker; also used as a
bear deterrent
◻mark: to show that something is happening
・The book marked a change in direction for American literature.
◻lull: a quiet period during a very active or violent situation
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・a lull in the fighting
・the early-morning lull in urban noise
◻deliver: to win votes or support, especially for a political party
・We’re counting on you to deliver votes from younger people.
◻overwhelming: very great or very large; difficult to fight against
・She felt an overwhelming desire to tell someone about what had happened.
・An overwhelming majority has voted in favour of the proposal.
◻overwhelming victory:
・Labour achieved an overwhelming victory, taking 53 out of 80 seats.
・He said that the United States had lost its overwhelming strength of the past.
◻pro-democracy: Denoting or relating to political activism directed towards the
establishment of democratic government in a country.
・‘the pro-democracy movement’
◻pledge: to promise seriously and publicly to do something
・We pledge to compete openly and fairly.
・He has pledged to fight for a fairer system.
◻momentum: progress or development that is becoming faster or stronger
・Interest in human rights issues has gained momentum.
・We must maintain the momentum of reform.
◻urge: to advise someone very strongly about what action or attitude they should take
・The United Nations has urged them to honor the peace treaty.
◻perceive: to notice or realize something
・He quickly perceived the truth.
・The doctor had perceived that something was troubling her.
◻meddle: to become involved in a situation that you have no right to be involved in, in a
way that is annoying；to interfere without right
・I never meddle in other people's private affairs.
・Trump has continued to question whether Russia meddled in that race.
◻consulate: the government building in which a consul works; The building in which a
consul's duties are carried out.
・the Russian consulate in Washington, D.C.
・Kurdish militants seized hostages at Turkish consulates.
◻sign into law: to sign (a proposed law) so that it becomes a law; to ratify a piece of
legislation by putting one's signature onto it.
・The bill was signed into law by the governor.
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・The governor has already indicated that he will sign the bill into law if it passes through
the state senate.
◻bill: a written document containing a proposal for a new law; a draft of a law presented to
a legislature for enactment
・A bill was passed increasing the minimum wage.
・a bill set before Congress
◻ban: to say officially that people must not do, sell, or use something; to say officially that
someone is not allowed to do something
・The book was banned from school libraries.
・She was banned from competing for two years after failing a drug test.
◻anti-riot: serving or intended to prevent or stop riots
・anti-riot barricades
・anti-riot police squads
◻munition: weapons considered collectively; ammunition
・‘reserves of nuclear, chemical, and conventional munitions’
・The firm controlling the munition factory where the explosion occurred is collecting lists
of the survivors.
◻impose: to introduce something such as a new law or new system, and force people to
accept it
・A sales tax is imposed on the total retail value.
・The judge imposed a fine of $500 on each of the defendants.
◻sanction: an official order to stop communication, trade, etc. with a country that has
broken international law
・The Council wanted to impose sanctions against the countries involved in the dispute.
・Talks continue over the conditions for lifting sanctions.
◻rebuke: an act or expression of criticism and censure; an expression of strong
disapproval
・He had to take the rebuke with a smile on his face.
・He hadn't meant it as a rebuke, but Neil flinched.
◻pro-: supporting something or approving of it: used with some nouns and adjectives
・pro-democracy
◻pro-China: someone who expresses support for China, it culture, or its government
◻rally: a public meeting that a lot of people go to in order to support someone or
something or to protest against someone or something
・Environmental groups held a rally in Washington last week.
・a mass rally in support of the strike
◻keen: very interested in an activity that you do often because you enjoy it
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・I'm not very keen on him.
・I'm keen to meet her again soon.
◻backer: someone who gives help or money to a plan or organization
・Senator Taylor is one of the key backers of the bill.
・a crucial meeting with our financial backers
◻Hong Konger: a native or inhabitant of Hong Kong.
[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the
English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free
Dictionary, Wikipedia]

